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Abstract. We have developed an air-spiral separator with a screw
aspiration channel, which allows us to reduce the air consumption and
specific quantity of metal per structure. We have established that the
separation process is ensured at an air flow rate V = 7.1...7.9 m/s and the
diameter of the working element D = 0.3 m/ To ensure a pressure of
120.7...133.4 Pa in the working element of the separator, the fan should
ensure the initial air flow pressure P = 158.7...175.4 Pa. Our laboratory
studies have established that the change in the product delivery volume
uniformly affects the change in the output parameter at any speed value.
We have found that the change in the product delivery volume has a larger
effect on the change in the output parameter when the air flow rate
increases. The relationship between the product delivery point and the air
flow rate is almost linear and uniform.

1 Introduction
The performance of an agricultural enterprise largely depends on the safety of crops
after harvesting [1-4]. The design capacity of post-harvest cleaning machines depends on
the technological infrastructure of harvesting processes, the rate of grain maturing in the
fields, and the moisture content of the grain delivered for cleaning [5-7]. Grain is cleaned
and sorted both in air separators and air sieving machines. Cleaning with minimal grain
damage and high productivity in air separators is most efficient [8, 9]. Currently, air
separators with a vertical or horizontal aspiration channel are used to clean grain based on
the aerodynamic properties. In separators with a vertical aspiration channel, the
concentration of components grows in the working area with an increase in delivery, which
leads to a decrease in the technological efficiency of the air flow to 15-30%. A distinctive
feature of the separators with a horizontal aspiration channel is that their directions of
gravity and aerodynamic force do not coincide, which reduces the likelihood of mutual
collisions of grain heap particles. Commercial separators have a high performance and
acceptable grain cleaning quality, but at the same time, they have a high specific quantity of
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metal and significant air consumption, which leads to an increase in energy and operating
costs.
The purchase of expensive separators by farms is not always expedient; to this end, the
use of an air-spiral separator with a screw aspiration channel will allow us to reduce the air
consumption and specific quantity of metal per structure [10]. The separation process in an
air-spiral separator with a horizontal screw aspiration channel is as follows: the grain heap
is delivered from the intake-loading device to the working element of the separator. Then, it
is moved with the spiral conveyer towards the discharge window. The air flow supplied by
the fan into the screw aspiration channel is directed towards the weed impurities discharge
window. The air flow captures light particles and carries them into the window of the
discharge connection, while the intake-loading device is constantly filled due to the
continuous grain loading, which prevents the air flow from escaping through the intakeloading device. Grain without light weed impurities is moved by the spiral conveyer into
the window to discharge the cleaned grain. The cleaning quality is increased because the
approach air flow moves along a screw trajectory and, besides, the grain layer is constantly
mixed by the spiral conveyer in the working element. When the particles move along the
screw aspiration channel under the action of the air flow, they are influenced by the inertial
force, as a result of which they are carried to the walls of the working element of the
separator. However, the processes running in the developed separator during the grain heap
cleaning are currently under-investigated.

2 Materials and Methods
To study and set the main parameters: the process of pre-cleaning of the grain heap from
weed impurities; the air-spiral separator with a horizontal screw aspiration channel, and its
operating mode, we developed a laboratory setup to simulate the real processes of grain
cleaning from weed impurities. To simulate the processes of grain cleaning in air
separators, it is most effective to use the modern ANSYS CFX software product [11-15].
Based on the analytical description of the process of grain cleaning from weed impurities in
the air-spiral separator, we determined that the separation process is ensured at an air flow
rate V = 7.1...7.9 m/s and the diameter of the working element D = 0.3 m/ To ensure a
pressure of 120.7...133.4 Pa in the working element of the separator, the fan should provide
the initial air flow pressure P = 158.7…175.4 Pa.
We established that the diameter of the working element of the air-spiral separator
depends on the air flow rate; the paths of the particles in the screw aspiration channel
depend on the hovering velocity of the particles; the air flow pressure in the screw
aspiration channel decreases with an increase in the distance to the outlet of the cleaned
grain. Using the air-spiral separator, one can quickly and efficiently clean the grain heap
from weed impurities. At the same time, the moisture content in the cleaned grain
decreases, which contributes to its better preservation.
The laboratory and production tests of the air-spiral separator with a horizontal screw
aspiration channel proved that the cleaning quality is directly influenced by such process
parameters as the spiral conveyer speed (rpm); the volume of the delivered products, (kg/h);
the air flow rate, (m/s); and the product delivery point. To evaluate the paths of the particles
obtained theoretically and to determine the regularities of changes in the cleaning quality
depending on the main parameters, we carried out a comprehensive factor 2k-type
experiment. The main level and intervals of variation were selected based on the
preliminary experiments and are presented in Table 1. The criterion Y - the mass of the
weed impurities separated from the grain heap – was adopted as the experimental response.
Table 1. Coding of the experimental factors
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Factors Xj
Characteristics

Basic level (center of
the experiment)
Variation interval ∆j
Lower level
Upper level
Designations of the
coded factors

Spiral conveyer
speed, X1 (rpm)

Product
delivery
volume, X2
(kg/h)

Air flow rate,
X3 (m/s)

Raw
materials
delivery
point, X4

60

400

5.89

2

40
20
100

200
200
600

1.61
4.28
7.5

1
1
3

X1

X2

X3

X4

The transition from the actual values of the factors to the coded dimensionless values is
carried out according to the well-known formula:
xi=(Xi-Xi0)/∆Xi

(1)
0

where xi is the coded value of the factor; Xi is the actual value of the factor; Xi is the value
of the basic level; ∆Xi is the variation interval.
One of the prerequisites for carrying out the comprehensive factor experiment is the
ability to control independent variable parameters (X 1, X2, X3, X4). To control the spiral
conveyer speed, we used the NMRV motor-reducer and the HYUNDAI N700E frequency
converter, which allowed us to change the spiral conveyer speed within a wide range. To
monitor the speed, we used a digital photo-tachometer, and the air flow rate - the MMN
micromanometer with a Pitot tube and throttle valves on the fan. The experiment was
carried out with three repetitions, where the mass of the separated weed impurities and the
grain cleaning degree were determined using a balance and a set of sieves. A sample of
Tertsia wheat was selected for the experiment.

3 Results
According to the experimental research program, we determined the physical and
mechanical properties of grain; the results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Physical and mechanical properties of grain
Indicator value
Wheat

Indicator
Average linear dimensions of seeds, mm
thickness
width
length
Equivalent diameter, mm
Mass of 1,000 grains, g
Grain moisture content, %
Weed impurities content, %

2.9
3.2
6.1
3.84
63.7
18.0
7.8

The experiments have shown that when the grain is cleaned, in most cases, there is a
complete separation of light weed impurities (parts of stems, chaff, dust, etc.), partial
separation of cracked and shrinked grain (up to 50%), weed seeds.
Based on the experiment results, we built a coded regression equation for Y - the
separated weed impurities:
Y=65.94+10.09 x1-20.55 x2+54.57 x3-2.86 x4+5.16 x1 x3-20.43 x2 x3
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The influence of the factors on the mass of the separated weed impurities is shown in
Figure 1, where b1 is the spiral conveyer speed, b2 is the product delivery volume, b3 is the
air flow rate, b4 is the product delivery point, b13 and b23 are the relationship of the
factors.
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Fig. 1. The influence of the factors on the mass of the separated weed impurities

The mass of the separated weed impurities is mostly influenced by the air flow rate. For
further use of the obtained equation, it should be presented in a decoded form. To this end,
the coded values are replaced with the decoded ones. The decoded equation is as follows:
Y=-223.18-0.22 n-0.27 Q+54.47 V-2.86 h1+0.08 n V-0.06 Q V

(3)

We built response surfaces to analyze the resulting model using the Maple 2016
software. We can see on the response surface of the relationship between the speed and the
product delivery volume (Figure 2) that the change in the product delivery volume
uniformly affects the change in the output parameter at any speed value.
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the cleaning quality on the design parameters and the operating mode of
the air-spiral separator

4 Conclusions
The study of the relationship between the speed and the air flow rate showed that a change
in the air flow rate uniformly affects the change in the output parameter at any speed value.
We established that the change in the product delivery volume has a greater effect on the
change in the output parameter with an increase in the air flow rate. The relationship
between the product delivery point and the air flow rate is almost linear and uniform.
During the operation of the air-spiral separator prototype with a capacity of 680 kg/h,
light weed impurities are completely separated from the grain heap with the moisture
content of 18% and the contamination of 7.8%, while the content of whole grain in the
waste does not exceed 1.5%. Thus, the regression model resulting from the implementation
of the multifactor experiment adequately describes the process of grain cleaning from weed
impurities in the air-spiral separator with a horizontal screw aspiration channel. The
maximum influence on the grain cleaning quality is exerted by the air flow rate, the mass of
the grain heap delivery per unit of time, and the speed of the spiral conveyer. With an
increase in the mass of the grain heap delivery per unit of time, the cleaning quality
decreases. The performance of the separator can be improved by increasing the number of
working elements.
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We determined that the use of the developed installation in production conditions
allowed us to clean the grain heap with 7.8% contamination. The annual savings due to the
reduction of direct operating costs amounted to 180 thousand rubles or 220 rubles per one
ton of cleaned grain.
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